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41148 episode 5

With this mystical power from Iran, you will see a glimpse into the truth of our world. When you hear a point-and-click puzzle game, what is in your mind? Maybe it's the Machinarium with a romantic and interesting storyline? Maybe it's Botanicula's vivid characterization and humorous action? Or even a quiet age full of secrets and surprises? Recently, a point-and-click puzzle game with a strange name
appeared in public. The title has only five digits: 41148. No one knows exactly what that means and many players are still confused even after they finish the game. At first, the protagonist found himself in a poor church with no memories. He couldn't remember his identity or how he got here. The church was confused and the bodies were all over the floor. Players not only need to discover their true identity,
but also escape the devils in their heels. A bit of a cliché, though, it becomes murkier and murkier, twists and amazing consequences blowing your mind. Out of the blue, this strange game was created by an Iranian junior high school art teacher, Mahdi Fanaei, and he was almost brought to jail because of this game. After this game in one breath, I came in touch with Mahdi. He immediately got my interview
and told me about his legendary experiences with the story behind this game. Almost escaped from prison: Iran's national TV defined it as problematic in this game, players experiencing many symbolic elements: sacrificial altars filled with blood, triangular projections everywhere, ancient Egyptian portraits hanging on the wall, endless variety of monsters ... The appearance of these elements seems to
indicate that this game is inextricably linked to conspiracy theories and religious worship. Because of these symbols when Mahdi released the first episode, some people sent him emails and comments that this game is Satanic. Very quickly, these words went viral and even national TV called it a problematic game. The national video game organization said that 41,148 have no certification for publishing. It
was so frightening to me, because promoting Satanism in a religious country can have dangerous consequences for everyone. Mahdi admitted: So I removed my game from any local market. But still, every moment I felt someone knocking on the door and arresting me because of this game. As luck would have it, it didn't happen and everything got better. The players sent him some emails that said: we
know the purpose of his game and the national video game organization confirmed the game's indirect news on its website. So I thought: now I can do the next episodes. Mahdi said: Still, some people are sending me threatening emails and comments, but that's okay because the government sees it as a harmless game and it's enough for me. The only problem is that Mahdi is an art teacher and a lot of his
time passes the school. It's really hard to fully commit to game development. That's why I published my game episodic. Mahdi said: But these episodes were short, but each episode took me almost 6-12 months to do so. Subconsciously, it's been three years. Finally got favored: Final Episode Sold for $6,000 in the early DaysOver in 3 years, there have been some changes in Iran's game industry. Mahdi
explained that Iran has over 20 million players and nearly 150 developers. Over the past 5 years, the government has been trying to support developers running races, festivals, etc. Nevertheless, there are few Iranian video games that were successful in international markets. In Iran, we have an Android local market called Café Bazaar, which has more than 30 million users, and this helped the video game
industry grow faster here. Mahdi said: 41148 was also published in this market. Three years ago I published the first episode for free to get more attention, but the next three episodes were paid for by versions. Although at the beginning many players labeled Mahdi as satanist, gradually most of them changed their minds and some of them apologized to Mahdi. The final episode sold for more than $6,000 in
the early days and became the best game of the year for the referendums. It completely sold for almost $30,000 in Iran.After finishing all 4 episodes, Mahdi unveiled them in one game on Google Play to meet global players. This time all players can be downloaded for free. Because Iran is under U.S. sanctions, and I can't sell my game without a publisher. Mahdi explained: So I decided to publish it for free
and collect some fans for the next game. The full version is freemium and players can buy some stories and memories from the protagonists about what happens to them after the game ends or what happened before the game started. Unfortunately, due to these parts of sanctions presented only in the Persian.In addition, Mahdi added a donation button at the end of the game; letting players decide how
much they want to pay 41148 to support him. Click here to supportGorgeous Scenes' complex mechanism: Delightful Cinematic ExperienceAside from the plot's unique artistic design is also the highlight of 41148. Flat design style, bright and contrasting colors and exceptional lighting effect... I can't help but think of another great puzzle game of the Quiet Era. If I want to be honest, this style makes the job
easier and also more beautiful and mysterious. When I asked why to choose such an artistic style, Mahdi said: But surely every artist is inspiring works by other artists, and I was really a fan of games like Silent Age and Limbo. As the story goes deeper, more and more new mechanisms have been introduced into the game. Gyroscope control, fast time events (QTE), time-limited puzzle resolution and even
shooting element comes after some others. It's more and more different Traditional point-and-click puzzle game players figured out at the beginning. Sometime players will have to tilt their phones and control the main character company Khhh (yes, that's exactly his name) to investigate; When the main character got a weapon, players must press left on the screen to move forward and click on the target
screen to shoot; and in the upcoming battle, the countdown hanging from the top screen suddenly increased the tension in the game. Shooting scene in game 41148 is almost my first game Unity 3D engine so it was hard for me to use some mechanics. Mahdi said: I learned how to work with this engine while making the game. I had written the whole story from the beginning, but the gameplay changed a
little during the development process. One of the most important and attributable parts of this game is animations. In certain shots, people see a lot of the violence in the aesthetic style of the Quentin Tarantino and John Woo movie. By matching complex mechanisms, they provide a delightful cinematic experience. When Mahdi was a teenager, he tried to make some short films, but because they were in
the Horror and Action genre, they weren't successful at film festivals. And because making a movie is an expensive process, he decided to turn his mind ideas and stories into video games. Honestly, I'm a big fan of John Woo, especially his works Face Off and Mission Impossible 2. And his tricks in using masks and the way he uses slow-motion scenes. Mahdi noted: I also love Pulp Fiction, but I didn't
want to do bloody scenes except for places that wanted to show violence and revenge. Truth or fiction? The hero of our world needs to tell a story that sends a positive message to gamers and not just a Run and Shoot game that wastes people's lives and time. When I asked for the purpose of this game, Mahdi said. Although 41,148 covers violence and revenge with long scenes, it is entirely full of
emotions of war and terrorism. As Mahdi expected, it's a pretty positive game. In the last episode, the villains gave explanations about the extremist truth. Mahdi, however, preferred not to explain it. It's the part that a player should think about, in their own words, it's true or just a complete fiction. Meanwhile, Mahdi also remained silent on the meaning of the title. While many people asked him about it, he
only showed his meaning to his family and the national video game organization. Because they do not give me certification to publish the game if I do not tell them the meaning of 41148. Mahdi explained. There are certainly some connections between the life of an artist or developer and his work. The goal of the protagonist in the game is my goal in the real world. Mahdi noted: I can't fight like he fights and
I can't see demons, but I can tell his story, the story of the hero our world needs. EndMahd's words showed that the iOS version would be published Future. The Version of Windows is almost complete, but it is difficult to publish it on Steam or other markets due to US sanctions. Meanwhile, Mahdi compiles the story of his next game. It is named after the number and is a dark adventure as well. Except for
the differences that more action, monsters and blood will be integrated into his new game. And if Mahdi develops alone, he'll have to make it episodic again. People interested in Mahdi's work can visit his personal website with more details and an overview of 41,148 if you stick to the game.41148 applies to Android 4.1+ devices and can be downloaded for free from the Google Play Store. This article was
originally published on China's Hermes Fang at . If anyone wants to post it again, contact tm1204hermes@gmail.com. tm1204hermes@gmail.com, can't you do that?
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